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GoldPass-PMGT Terms and Conditions 
 

The following terms and conditions supplement and form part of the GoldPass Terms and Conditions. 
Capitalised terms used below and not otherwise defined shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the 
GoldPass Terms and Conditions.  Perth Mint Gold Token (“PMGT”) is a digital gold token on a public 
blockchain. Each digital gold token is issued by Trovio Operating Pty Ltd (“Trovio”), a third party separate 
and distinct from Us, please read and, if you agree, select the button below to accept the following terms 
and conditions and to continue with linking Your GoldPass Account to Your Ethereum address:  

 
 Your Ethereum address can only be linked once, this cannot be changed or amended 

in the future, it is a fixed link for all time; 
 You agree and consent to Our sharing of Your personal information with Trovio, in 

particular, We may need to share with Trovio, and they in turn their professional 
advisers and any regulators, Your identity verification information as provided to Us 
as required by clause 4.3 of the GoldPass Terms and Conditions; 

 PMGT is issued by Trovio, a third party separate and distinct from Us, as such You 
understand that You are leaving, Us, the App, System and Content.  The public 
blockchain on which Your Ethereum address is located is not controlled by Us in any 
way and We are not responsible for anything that occurs in respect of Your 
Ethereum address.  We cannot assist with lost access to your address nor lost PMGT 
in any way.  The Government Guarantee, as provided in clause 12 of the GoldPass 
Terms and Conditions, only extends to GoldPass and the Precious Metal backing the 
Certificates and does not extend to the blockchain operations which are controlled 
and operated by Trovio, who are the issuer of PMGT and not Us; 

 You acknowledge and agree that We do not endorse and are not responsible or 
liable for any goods, services, content, advertisements, products, or any materials 
provided by third parties including Trovio.  You further acknowledge and agree that 
We shall not be held responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damage or 
loss whatsoever caused, or alleged to be caused, by or in connection with use of or 
reliance on any goods, services, content, products or other materials made available 
from third parties including Trovio. 

 


